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Scope of Interest
Medical Decision Making is the journal of the Society for Medical Decision Making.
Our audience includes researchers, clinicians, and policy-makers interested in
methodologic contributions to, and applications of, medical decision making. A paper
does not have to be “methodologic” to be considered for publication. For example,
Medical Decision Making is also particularly interested in exemplary applications of
decision analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, risk prediction, Bayesian statistical
analysis, and other modeling techniques to clinical, public health, and management
problems. MDM also has an interest in systematic reviews of methodologic literature,
decision tools, and economic analyses.
We are interested in articles that develop, advance or evaluate methods or theory in
clinical research, diagnosis, health economics, evidence synthesis, health policy,
comparative effectiveness, informatics, health services research, judgment and decision
psychology, mathematical models of diagnosis and treatment, assessment of preferences
and quality of life, decision aids, risk communication, technology assessment, and
statistical methods pertinent to any of these areas. Articles in one or more of these areas
that are also pertinent to decision-making at any level may be suitable for this journal.
Manuscripts will be reviewed for possible publication with the understanding that they
are being submitted to one journal at a time and have not been published, simultaneously
submitted, or already accepted for publication elsewhere. This does not preclude
consideration of a complete report that follows publication of preliminary findings
elsewhere, usually in the form of an abstract or as a report.
MDM will consider manuscripts based on larger reports, such as technology assessments,
comparative effectiveness reviews, NICE reports, Institute of Medicine reports, or
Cochrane reviews. If you intend to submit an article based on a larger report, it is best to
do so as early as possible, preferably before the larger report is published on the internet
or in print.
When submitting manuscripts, authors may also submit a copy of the original research
protocol, larger report, and other supplemental data as attachments if they think such
materials would help the editors or reviewers better understand the work. To help the
editors form a judgment about the degree of duplicate publication, please include reprints
of published papers and copies of other papers in press that contain data that appear in the
submitted manuscript.

Types of Submissions and Word Limits
MDM publishes original research articles, reviews, tutorials, brief reports, letters to the
editor, case studies, and commentaries (editorials).

